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We are proud to present this series of interviews with Allan
Freire, Technology Director for Supply Chain at AB InBev.
His expertise stretches from AI and IoT to automation,
from digital transformation to industrial IT functions.

Heitor specializes in the Food and Beverage sector with
over 7 years’ of experience in process engineering, sales,
and leadership. He is responsible for driving growth across
our North American practice and forging long-term
relationships with our clients and candidates, like AB InBev.

In this report, we discuss Allan’s role at AB InBev,
how AB InBev is constantly innovating, and the future
of digitalization in the consumer markets sector.
We hope you enjoy the contents of this report!

Heitor Cremonez
Manager – F&B
The Americas
heitor.cremonez@procoglobal.com
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Proco are a global executive search business operating
primarily across the end-to-end supply chain. Since
2008, the Proco Global team has led the field in supply
chain talent. This is why we are trusted by the world’s
leading companies for specialist recruitment solutions.
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The Digitalization Mission:
Introducing Allan and AB InBev
Waves of digital transformation are sweeping the globe, making the
process of digitalization ever more vital to the survival of a company.
Digitalization has been at the crux of Anheuser-Busch InBev for a while
and has seen it adapt and transform throughout the digital age.

What is your and AB-InBev’s mission? How does
digitalization play a role in attaining your goal?

How did you become interested in your sector
and how did digitalization become part of it?

What are some things you do to keep you
interested, updated and inspired at AB-InBev?

“The AB-InBev mission is to bring people together
for a better world. This simple and strong statement
is supported by about 30,000 employees in the USA
and 170,000 employees globally, where digitalization,
connected with our empowering strategy, supports
faster, stronger, and better decisions. The support
provided by digitalization doesn’t only extend to our
employees but also to our machines and equipment
to help them operate at higher levels of performance,
availability and quality, resulting in an overall efficiency
higher than ever seen before. So this in turn supports
our demand growth and flexibility agenda.”

“I was interested in the prospect of continuous career
progress towards automation, business analytics,
operations, productivity, and engineering. Then, when
the 4th revolution of the industry appeared, I was
ready to support it and build the digitalization block on
my profile successfully.

“There are many! But I’ll try to keep it simple.

Therefore, my expertise is Supply Chain Digitalization.
This involves Artificial Intelligence, Machine Learning
and IoT on shop-floor equipment (from simple coders
to heavy fillers, packers, pasteurizers, cookers, etc).
This type of work can only be successfully performed by
supply chain professionals with high levels of expertise in
both operational technology and information technology.”

AB InBev and I share the same interest in technology
that has only grown over time, which is fascinating!
The latest technology in supply chain has allowed
us to achieve what would’ve been impossible fifteen
years ago. For example, high-speed cameras linked to
our lines’ faults have increased the problem-solving
resolution rate in our Lighthouse plant by 150%. In
another case, virtual reality and smart glasses have
allowed AB China to start lines with only remote
support from vendors. As in, there are no vendors on
site at all. This allows us to accelerate the learning
and adoption of the line.
Now, what’s next?! What will we see develop over
the next two, or ten years? That’s what keeps me
interested in technology.”
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“As for staying updated, I’m 100% focused on following
market trends in terms of consumer, industry, and
innovation technology. Consumers change their
behaviour constantly, and I make it a priority to have
the readiness to respond to customer needs promptly.
It’s not easy to have a supply chain totally walking
in parallel with the market trends. It requires many
strategic studies, business alignments and empowering
the internal tech team to be able to act with accuracy
at the right moment. Flexibility is the main word that
defines this process. So those that fail to grasp it
tend to pay a high cost in terms of market share
and profitability.”
“Lastly, staying inspired; I can firmly summarize it in the
AB InBev Strategic Plan. It is the most exciting one that
I have seen in the industry so far in terms of technology.
Our Brewery of the Future strategy is transforming our
Supply Chain in a unique way. We are driving reliability,
sustainability, flexibility and visualization under customerdriven pace. It’s incredible, and it doesn’t happen by
accident. It happens through an engaged technology
team that act as owners, are never satisfied with the
results, work under common sense and simplicity,
manage costs tightly, and never take shortcuts.”
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What do you think are the keys to your
personal success? AB-InBev’s success?

What are some of the most surprising
lessons you’ve learned along the way?

What’s the best advice you’ve ever received?
Or given?

AB InBev and I have based our success on our
company’s 10 principles under the pillars of Dream,
People, and Culture, where I highlight the following:

There are three:

>>

No success in life can compensate for failure
at home.

>>

The law of harvest never fails: in the future we will
always harvest what we have cultivated today.

>>

Always defend and work based on the truth,
because the truth will always stand up at the end.

>>

Someone told me that I could grow by competency
just to a certain level. After that, growth would
come only by fostering relationships.

>>

Target the moon and work hard to reach it.
You’ll get to the sky at least!

>>

>>

>>
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We Dream Big: ABI is building a profitable,
growth-focused company, where I’m one of
the builders. In parallel, I build a profitable,
growth-focused career.
A Company of Owners: I take results personally
and lead by example in all things, especially
regarding treating the consumer as the boss
and managing costs tightly.
Never Satisfied: We embrace change, take smart
risks and learn from our mistakes.

>>

Relationships matter more than outstanding
school grades

>>

The culture of a company is crucial in its segment

>>

Supply chain knowledge at the C-level
is so important
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Embracing digitalization
for the better of the company

Why is digitalisation so important?
More now than ever?
It’s simple. Digitalisation is so important because it
is the keystone of the 4th revolution of the industry.
Without digitalization, all other “stones” will have
limited use. I’m talking about expensive stones/
technologies such as motion, quality automation,
PdM automation, robotics, logistics automation, data
collection, mobile operation, etc. These can only offer
their complete capability and bring their full value only
through digitalization.
In addition, companies need to be ready to adjust
quicker to any forecasted or non-forecasted market
trend (COVID-19 is an example), which will lead
them to growth.
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The most innovative companies that work under a
customer centric strategy will have the majority of their
Supply Chain, R&D, EHS, Finance, Sales & Marketing
operations digitalized and these are the businesses that
will survive trying situations. I’m not talking about big
corporations, but about any company at any size that
will face the future with advanced technology, which
can be done by anyone.

What does digitalization mean to AB InBev?
Digitalization is the enabler of faster, stronger and
better decisions. In the Supply Chain context, it mainly
represents the following:
>>

Multiple quality checks being 100% end-to-end
automated, supporting quality increase, significantly
reducing customer complaints and operational costs.

>>

Predictive maintenance being performed in
100% of all equipment, reducing 70-85% of
unplanned downtime.

>>

Connecting down and upstreams of all major
machines to drive performance in real-time by
allowing real-time adjustments on machines’ settings.

>>

Centralizing all shop floor information in a
single location, normally called a Control Tower,
and creating synergy between manufacturing,
maintenance, quality, and EHS to accelerate
problem solving resolutions and support
operational excellence.

>>

Facilitating the implementation and management
of flexible solutions, through more accurate and
complete data, in order to define the best routes –
from planning to execution.

This concept sometimes can be difficult to understand
only in theory, but in practice, digitalization demonstrates
its importance and return at the moment that it’s
applied, without doubts or concerns.
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How has AB InBev built a digitalized culture?

How do you generate ideas?

It started with people being allowed to dream big
(1st principle of AB-InBev culture), act as owners
(4th principle), focused on common sense and
simplicity (8th principle), and never satisfied with
the results (5th principle). In summary, the base
principles of the company’s culture allow the
establishment of a solid digitalized culture.

I break down the generation of ideas into three concepts:

Anheuser-Busch InBev is so strong in its culture, that it
can be felt and seem from the front line to the C-level,
and it’s energizing and contagious. In fact, in my 20+
years of a career, after 5 companies, it has the best
culture that I have lived through and heard about.
Many companies today struggle to define their culture,
which is impossible to create without the right people.
Companies have hired CDOs (Chief Digitalization Officers)
and sometimes an entire team under the CDO to
drive transformation and have failed because they don’t
have the right culture. Companies that have hired IT
professionals, with only IT expertise, to drive Supply Chain
transformation, and have failed. For such companies,
I don’t expect to see them survive very long. Especially
if they refuse to change their mindset and enact
change within their culture and team.
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>>

What is new to the company, but already exists in
the CPG Industry?

>>

What is new to the food & beverage, but already
exists in some segment of the industry?

>>

What is new to the company and to the industry,
which can be developed by Anheuser-Busch InBev
and patented by us?

Normally, as AB-InBev is a leading developer of
technology in the CPG Industry, I keep 35% in Concept #1,
40% in Concept #2 and 25% in Concept #3. This strategy
allows us to show results in the short-to-medium term,
keep our stakeholders satisfied, and maintain the team
and suppliers engaged on the projects pipeline.

What is outside-in thinking?

What type of person is successful at AB InBev?

Outside-in thinking is a skill that can and needs to
be cultured by talent and technics. It can rarely be
exercised alone, and when composed by the right mix
of people and under the right culture (AB-InBev culture
is one example), it can drive the future. Yes, simply like
this, drive the future in terms of innovation, creativity,
sustainability, disruptive trends, and high profits.

A successful person at Anheuser-Busch InBev lives our
10 principles (found at abi.com) naturally. No company
can succeed by forcing its employees to embody its
culture. This approach is unproductive and stressful.
On the other hand, personal and professional
satisfaction plus great results for the company occur
when there is a natural cultural match between the
company and employee.

At this point, I would like to highlight that it can only
be established by leaders with real intent to driving
up the value of a company and to all team members.
Leaders should allow a “try fast, fail fast and learn
fast” policy, never pointing at people in moments of
disappointments, but always pointing at the problems
in order to fix any issue. Those leaders are rare today,
but they orchestrate the future!!

Without a doubt, Anheuser Busch InBev is one of
the best companies to work for, as it places such
importance on culture during the recruiting process,
certifying that the experience between employer and
employee will be satisfied.
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The future of supply chain
innovation with AB InBev

Discover the future of digitalisation, and how AB InBev is constantly
innovating to ensure they are prepared for anything!

How has AB InBev coped with 2020? Considering
that the entire world went digital, how was your
journey impacted by the sudden involuntary
switch to virtual?
Definitely, 2020 was an unprecedented time for the
world and its consequences have been impactful for
many, if not all industries. Throughout my career and
personal life, I have seen many examples to suggest
that if we are prepared, we will not fail. However, since
2020, I’ve seen only a very small group of companies
prepared to respond promptly to all market changes,
especially in Supply Chain. But I have also seen many
companies that were prepared to react fast and
without fear, able to support all customer needs.
Anheuser-Busch InBev was definitely one of them.
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What has Anheuser-Busch done? It has accelerated
the digital transformation in all areas of the company,
from Supply Chain and all adjacent divisions to
Marketing and Sales. A great example in Supply Chain
has been our Lighthouse in Carterville – GA. In 2021, we
invested more than $30MM in a new can line and in
more than 40 pilots that will drive ABI’s future in terms
of Digitalization, AI, ML, IoT and Automation. What
is even more interesting is that in 2022, the number
of investments in our pilots – phase 2 – will increase by
about 40%. Our Lighthouse is under our Brewery of the
Future plan, which is part of our Supply Chain of the
Future strategy.

Where do you think the industry / AB InBev will be
in five or ten years’ time?
We will be harvesting the fruits/results of our current
strategy, which we strongly believe will generate more
value to our customers, employees, and shareholders.
We will have completed the full rollout of all technologies
from our Lighthouse to our 18 Breweries, 5 Can Plants, 2 Lids
Plants, 2 Malt Plants and 1 Rice Plant in North America.
We will be working on our next transformation
supply chain strategy, and do as we always do, keep
Anheuser-Busch aligned with the latest technology
to drive our competitive advantage for the overall
organization.

What an amazing journey these past years have been
for Anheuser-Busch InBev. We look forward to and are
optimistic about a better future. We have no fear –
every day, we work strategically to be 100% prepared
to meet new challenges.
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Do you believe we are experiencing a paradigm
shift towards an ultimately more digitalised
future? Why or why not?
Certainly. The future will be much more digitalized
than forecasted by many experts of the industry.
From my perspective, we will be very surprised when
we compare 2026 with 2021. We’ll see that those who
missed the opportunities provided by digitalization,
or underestimated the need for it, will lament the
market-share loss and the negative impact of all
performance indicators linked with it.

How are you innovating?
Anheuser-Busch is innovating through an Ecosystem
formed by internal subject matter experts, key
suppliers, start-ups, universities, and benchmarking.
These include:
>>

Internal Subject Matter Experts – As part of
AB-InBev’s culture, we strive to hire, train and
retain the best talents. In North America Zone,
the Technology for Supply Chain team (led by
me) has increased from 19 to 35 direct FTE in the
last 18 months and should add 20+ SMEs into its
organization by the end of 2022, as we see more
advantages than disadvantages by internalizing
critical & advanced technical knowledge. Moreover,
it’s important to mention that AB-InBev invest
a very significant amount of dollars in training
and updating the current 35 SMEs on the latest
technologies and knowledge through the best
universities and by partnering with key suppliers.

What do you think is the “next big thing”
– or what should we all keep an eye out for,
especially in digitalisation?
>>

Start-ups – A great idea can come from many
different directions and methods, and start-ups
have proven to be a source of them. When
formed by innovative, curious, perseverant, and
courageous people, such start-ups match AB
InBev’s culture. When start-ups align from big
corporations in such a way, disruptive innovation
occurs on a large scale, producing sustainable
results for all involved. AB InBev is investing in
many start-ups around the world and has been
very successful in this approach. For example,
we developed 3D printers with better capabilities
of the ones valued at $30-40k, but at a cost of
$12k. This allows a 2-year deployment plan of this
technology to all Zones in order to cover the Supply
Chain parts crisis. Magic? No, it’s innovation!

This is a topic that I have already discussed many times
with my peers, key suppliers and experts of the industry,
and the conclusion has been the following in terms
of Supply Chain Technologies only (not considering
Financial, Sales, HR and other technologies): There is
no next, until we conclude the digitalization journey.
There is no next, until we finalize the exploration of all
technologies in Industry 4.0 (Fourth Revolution of the
Industry). There is no next, until we build a solid bridge
between today and tomorrow.
What I can say is that the ‘next’ in terms of Supply Chain
technology will follow customer trends. This will probably
result in much more flexibility, speed, quality and safety
for the manufacturing and logistic landscape, which will
be necessary as marketing has indicated thus far.

We’d like to thank Allan for providing valuable insight
into his evolving mandate at Anheuser-Busch InBev,
it’s clear that innovation and digitalisation
change are at the core of his role.
Discover more at procoglobal.com/insights
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Reaching talent far and wide
Proco Global are executive search experts working within supply chain management.
Operating across the supply chain, we have access to an unrivalled global network of
contacts at every stage of their careers and across every part of the supply chain, from
sourcing commodities to quality control and the delivery of end-products.
We spend time getting to know people so that we can share valuable insights and
match the right people to the right roles in the right companies.

Heitor Cremonez
Manager – F&B
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heitor.cremonez@procoglobal.com
linkedin.com/in/heitor-cremonez-08546537/
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